
BARSC Championships 
Stop press Update  

BARSC revises plans for 2012/13 
After consultation with clubs, coaches and the governing bodies, BARSC have 
reviewed and made major changes to their plans for the winter season 
2012/2013. The board believe that these changes are in the best interests of 
the sport and of our athletesõ long term development. 

BARSC will: 
1. not go ahead with Childrenõs races as announced in January 2013. 
2. run a FIS Super G in Bormio in partnership with Sport England.  
3. partner other race organisers & the governing bodies to organise 

complementary events at other races. These events will be planned in 
line with the changes that are coming to British Ski racing in 2012/13 
and onwards. BARSC will publish its revised plans as soon as possible. 

Champoluc Gesture of goodwill BARSC board have decided to extend the 
timescale published in March. Any athlete or parent wishing to make a claim 
for a payment of Ã43 (Children or Junior) or Ã25 (minis) for athletes who 
appeared on the start lists in Champoluc in December 2011 should do so by 
contacting Ros Humphrey (ros.humphrey@btinternet.com) by 30th September 
2012. It is currently impossible for us to make payments using BACS, so please 
include postal address and the account payable. We will aim to make 
payments in batches with all received in time being processed by 31st 
October 2012. Any person who made a claim but has not yet received a 
payment should also contact Ros. 
Background 
There will be major  changes in the sport in the season 2012/13 and beyond. 

1. FIS age group rule changes mean that FIS eligibility will be 1 year later, the new FIS years 
athletes will start 1 year older. GBR will review the structure of competition the U10, U12, 
U14 and U16 age groups.  

2. Despite individual successes, our current structure has not led to increased individual 
success at major championships and BSS is currently consulting on changes. 

3. There is a consensus that our current training structure does not maximise the 
development of our athletes. Nations where general athletic ability is fostered and multi-
sport is encouraged develop better and earlier. 

4. Coaches and athletes train to meet the competition structure which consists largely of 
slalom and GS. This leads, especially for those with limited time on snow, to a high 
percentage of pole training not the development of all round skills. Racing further reduces 
training time.  

5. BSS through their performance director are consulting on appropriate development 
programmes. SSE and others are consulting on appropriate competition structure and 
format and increasing participation. BARSC intend to put these ideas into practice and 
pilot newer forms of competition that will reinforce development and be fun. 
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